SPI Approved Consultant Interns
Consultant Interns are actively participating to complete the SPI Approved Consultant program.
Interns are available to consult with SPI students.
First Name

Last Name

Credentials

Phone Number

Email address

Website (if applicable)

Notes:

Robbie

Chesick

1-778-231-4801

info@robbiechesick.com

www.robbiechesick.com

Molly

DePrekel

MA, MC,
RCC
MA LP

651-307-0982

molly@mwtraumacenter.com

mwtraumacenter.com,
cairnshealing.com

I am available for both individual and group consultation, with
some sliding scale availability for bipoc folk in support of
diversifying representation in our profession.
I do offer group consultations and individual, I would be open to a
sliding scale in certain circumstances.
I specialize in trauma informed care, I conduct animal assisted
therapy and nature based healing and am a yoga teacher.

Kelly

Ecker

LCSW-R

518-534-1001

kellyecker@gmail.com

Shelly

Edwards

MA LP

612-619-6716

shellyed16@gmail.com

Megan
Dana

Eliot
Fagan

PhD

6468017073
Meganeliotphd@icloud.com
00353 864100447 danafagantherapist@gmail.com

Jenny

Honen

LPC

860-573-0972

jhonen36@comcast.net

Robin

Kahler

LMSW

734-645-0580

robinkahler@protonmail.com

Lois

Kunkel

Ed.D. in Counselling
Psychology University
of Toronto, SP
Certification,
Registered with the
College of Registered
Psychotherapists of
Ontario

416-462-9554

loiskunkelpsychotherapy@gmail.com

Jennifer

LaPointe

LICSW

781-635-5663

lapointejen@yahoo.com

Beta

Leung

M.A.,B.Sc.,B.A.,OT
Reg.(Ont.)

437-217-1821

therapycontext@outlook.com;

betaOTpsychotherapist@gmail.com

Bryan

Maynard

LPC-MHSP

615-516-9985

bryan@soldaticenter.com

www.soldaticenter.com

Avd. practitioner of SP
B.Sc (hon) Counselling
& Psychotherapy. Dip
Supervision. .

I am offering a sliding scale for both individual and group
consultation.
My consultation schedule is flexible. My practice consists mostly of
complex PTSD and I have a history of working in the DBT modality,
bridging with sensorimotor. I enjoy assisting others in learning
sensorimotor and bringing it alive in their practice.

www.meganeliotphd.com
Negotiable

robinkahler.com

I work with adults with complex trauma including
attachment/developmental wounding, and find Janina Fisher parts
work invaluable. I am also an EMDR consultant, and have been
combining SP with these other modalities. Feel free to contact me for
both individual and group consultation conducted, for the near term,
online.
Offering individual consultation and group consultation. Sliding scale
possible. Specialties include clinical enactments, therapeutic
impasses and failed therapies. Experience with adults and some
children with complex attachment trauma. Visit my website
www.robinkahler.com.
My fee is $120. per hour. I'm open to group consultations and
individual sessions. I'm open to having a conversation about my fee.

I provide individual and group consultation on a sliding scale with a
lower rate for current SP students.
Open to working with individuals and in small groups for consultation
to facilitate others along the SP journey of learning and growth
I offer individual and group consultation for SP Trainees.
--Individual Consultation Sessions for 50 minutes are $185
--Group Consultation Sessions for 100 minutes are for up to no more
than 5 individuals in the group, no less than three individuals (cost for
this session is $370 divided by the number of group members per
cohort).
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Bridgid

McGowan

Registered
Clinical
Counsellor

1-778-988-5409

bridgidmcgowan@gmail.com

www.bridgidmcgowan@gmail.com

I offer individual and group consultation (when I have enough
consultees), and a sliding scale for folks who are Indigenous, Black,
People of Colour and/or those who live with chronic illness or
disability and experience financial hardship. My areas of focus are
trauma (including developmental trauma), grief & loss, chronic
illness, and issues experienced by marginalized and Trans and Queer
folks.

Michael

Piche

LCMHC

802-951-0450
x1033

michaelpiche.therapy@gmail.com

Tammy

Rasmussen

MSW, RSW

647-234-7979

trasmussen.msw@gmail.com

Ann

Reilly

MSW, RCSW- 587-520-6417
S, CPT/RPT-S

ann.reilly@shaw.ca

www.tapestrycounseling.ca

Individual and group consultation. In addition to working with adults,
I am a certified Play Therapist and Supervisor, I use SP with children,
families and parents.

Tally

Tripp

MA, MSW, 703-517-3312
LCSW,
LICSW, ATRBC, CTT

tallytripp@gmail.com;
ttripp@gwu.edu

www.tallytripp@gmail.com

Tally is currently offering both individual and group consultation to SP
students at a reduced rate. Her schedule is flexible, so please reach
out to her directly to negotiate available dates and times.

Group and individual consultation. I am based in Burlington Vermont.
I work with family systems impacted by trauma. I utilize Sensorimotor
Psychotherapy with adolescents, adults, parent-child therapy, and
couples therapy. My work has been based in a community mental
health clinic.
I primarily do individual therapy but I also facilitate trauma groups,
including somatic focused groups, at the agency I work at part-time.
In both my agency work, and in my private practice, I also utilize
EMDR, some Energy Psychology, and work with parts of self and
structural dissociation. I am open to individual and small group
consultation and can offer a sliding scale.

